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and an accomplished pianist, was among the first to raise the banner of revolt against the tendencies prevalent in Russian music; he succeeded in creating works of real beauty expressed in a personal and unorthodox medium, but his influence outside Russia remained limited. The case of Igor Stravinsky (born in 1882) was different His genius was most full}- expressed in his celebrated ballets The Firebird (1910), Petrushka (1911), and Le Sacre du printemps (1913), works which shocked the conservatives but won the acclaim of influential critics and of vast audiences in Russia and abroad. In brilliance and originality of scoring and in aptness of characterization Stravinsky has few equals. The dominating principle that governed his art from Petrushka onward, according to one authority, "is the belief that music should make a purely physical appeal to the hearer and should be free from any literary or pictorial associations which address themselves to the intellect" Stravinsky's art has had a profound effect upon the development of music throughout the world.
Among the composers who shunned revolutionary innovations but carried on with distinction the classical tradition (even though their work showed occasionally the influence of the "neo-Russian" school), the leading place belongs to Serge Rakhmaninoff (1873-1943) and A. K. Glazunov (1865-1936), director of the St. Petersburg conservatoire in 1906-1917. A. S. Arensky (1861-1906) and A. T. Grechani-iiov (born in 1864) may be mentioned as other talented and competent composers of the more conservative school.
Of credit to Russian music was the brilliant array of Russian-trained interpretive artists whose names are internationally known. The roster of conductors included E. F, Napravnik, V. I. Safonov, Alexander ZilotiV Glazunov, Rakhmaninoff, and Serge Koussevitzky, conductor in 1910-1917 of his own admirable symphony orchestra, with headquarters in Moscow. Among the pianists and violinists were Josef Hofmann, Safonov, Scriabin, Rakhmaninoff, Ziloti, Nicholas Or-loff, Vladimir Horowitz (whose professional career, however, did not begin until the early 1920's), Leopold Auer, Efrem Zimbalist, Mischa Elman, and the then boy-prodigy Jascha Heifetz. The list of opera and concert singers was headed by Fedor Chaliapin and Leonid Sobinov. In 1914 a new major star rose on the musical horizon: Serge Prokofiev (bom in 1891) graduated from the St. Petersburg conservatoire with highest honors for piano playing. It may be claimed, indeed, that Russia was the Mecca of music lovers, particularly opera lovers. St. Peters-

